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ABSTRACT. This paper aims to identify and analyze how governance is thought an Islamic perspective. The issue of state leadership in Islam is interesting to study, especially how to find examples of good and clean leadership in Islam. Moreover, one of the global trends of the 21st century is the tendency to implement good governance which is a reference for developing countries in the midst of rampant corrupt government systems. Good governance is a government that guarantees justice, dignity, equality, self-respect, and the sharing of development benefits by all. This study concludes that governance in Islam is a state for the benefit, the state is a tool or means to create and maintain benefit. Good and effective governance from an Islamic perspective is based on sharia and siyāsah shar'iyyah. Siyāsah shar'iyyah is Islamic governance and political policy in maintaining the benefit and resisting damage. In essence, the concept of good governance according to the Qur'an is the principle of al-amānah (trusted) and al-'adālah (justice). Honesty and fairness are the basis of a good leader in running his government. In the language of trust means trusted, trusted, honesty, integrity, and responsibility. The state in the view of Islam is a state that prospers and makes its people happy in achieving maqāsid al-syari'ah.
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INTRODUCTION

Starting this paper, the author tries to find answers to the question of how is governance thinking in Islam?, then what criteria can be used as a standard of measurement so that a Muslim leader can be considered to have run his government well? These questions are relevant at this time along with the strong push for the application of the principles of good governance by developed countries compared to third world countries which are dominated by countries with Muslim populations. By many parties, the Western model of good governance is considered a panacea in overcoming the problems of poverty and underdevelopment that plague third-world countries, while the World Bank considers good governance a prerequisite for international assistance in development investment in developing countries to avoid capital allocation errors, investment and prevent corruption (Budi Wiyoto, 2005).

In Muslim countries, from Malaysia and Indonesia to Pakistan, Turkey, Iraq, Iran, to Morocco, there is a desire that Mazen Hasem calls the "dream of Islamic Governance". This is indicated by the desire of the Muslim community in these countries for Islam to play a role in several political policies (Mazen Hashem, 2007). In the Islamic Arab world, the term good governance has become increasingly loud after the fall of Arab leaders who were considered corrupt, such as Muammar Qaddafi in Libya, Ben Ali in Tunisia, and Husni Mubarok in Egypt by involving their families and cronies in controlling political and economic power (Daniel Kaufmann, 2011). This serious problem becomes a separate question how to advance the Arab
Islamic world when many corrupt practices plague the Arab world leaders (Bashîr Mustafâ, nd), or are there other factors that cause it, or indeed the Arab-Islamic traditions and culture are undemocratic (Mazen Hashem, 2007).

Corruption is an immoral act that is contrary to the noble values of a Muslim. A Muslim is required to be honest and trustworthy, while corruptors have the opposite nature of that, namely fraud and greed. In Islam corruption is a actions that destroy the order of life, threaten the lives and property of many people. Corruptors must receive the appropriate punishment in the form determined by the judge. Assets obtained from corruption are illegal assets. The prohibition of the property does not turn into halal even though the property is used for good or charitable activities (Amelia, 2010).

Another problem that plagues Muslims today is the problem of backwardness. Religious teachings that emphasize the balance between increasing the quality of faith and increasing the standard of economic living are indeed difficult to find in everyday reality where the economic structure is described as having to be competitive and fair. Muslims today live in a backward situation. Bernard Lewis considers that Muslims are lagging behind in politics, economics and science, even though they realize that Muslims have experienced a period of progress in various fields, but in reality Muslims are increasingly underdeveloped. The domination of Muslims in the past in the political and economic fields is currently far behind from other non-Muslim countries. Lewis explained that this fact may be caused by a backward economy, especially when compared to economic development in Muslim countries with Western countries (Murodi, 2021).

DISCUSSION
Understanding Good Governance

Indeed, the discourse on good governance is an issue that has emerged in recent years. This shows the desire for state administration and management to be carried out in a good, honest, trustworthy and accountable manner. Good governance is basically a commitment to carry out the administration of the state properly and correctly in the context of the welfare and prosperity of the people (Ahmad Farhan Hamid, 2007). Good governance is social justice, effective, responsible, and transparent administrative machinery. In the same way, social and political maladies such as corruption, nepotism, favoritism, ethnicity, and flagrant abuse of power were ostracized in the system (Mukhtar, 2013).

Clean government is generally referred to as good government, and generally takes place in a country where the people respect the law. Good governance can be built through clean government with bureaucratic apparatus that is free from corruption, collusion and nepotism. In order to realize a clean government, the government must be moral and proactive as well as checks and balances.

The World Bank defines governance as the way power is used in managing economic and social resources for development of society. Governance is a way of how the power of a government in managing social and economic resources to advance society. If it is associated with good governance, it can be said that the condition for the progress and development of a country is how a government is managed properly. Good Governance refers to accountability, transparency and participation (Syamsuddin Haris, 2007). The implementation of the good governance system is expected to increase the economic development of a nation. Therefore, good governance can be interpreted as a process and aspiration towards a governance system that is attached to the following values; first, public institutions that are efficient, open and transparent (not corrupt) and accountable at all levels. Second, effective and efficient management of human, natural, economic and financial resources for the sake of creating fair and sustainable development. Third, the participation of civil society in the decision-making process (R. Siti Zuhro, 2010).
**Good Governance According To Islamic Perspective**

**Good Governance is al-Amanah wa al-Adalah.**

The view that good governance is the principle of al-amānāh (trusted) and al-'adālah (justice) was put forward by Abdullah al-Ahsān who believes that in essence the concept of good governance according to the Qur'an is the principle of al-amānāh and al-'adālah. Honesty and fairness are the basis of a good leader in running his government. The Qur'an states that a leader must be trustworthy and be a bearer of justice in society. The Qur'an explicitly mentions the necessity to behave and be trustworthy in the letter in Qur'an, 4: 58; which means: "Indeed, Allah commands you to return trusts to their rightful owners; and when you judge between people, judge with fairness. What a noble commandment from Allah to you! Surely Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing." In the language of amanah means trusted, trusted, honesty, integrity, and responsibility. Islam requires Muslims to be trustworthy, that is, to be honest and trustworthy. Amanah is the basis of ethics and morals in running the government (Abdullah Al-Ahsan & Stephen Young, 2008).

With this trust, conditions for an honest, trustworthy, transparent and fair society will be created in every activity and work, so as to create an environment that trusts each other and brings blessings to the parties involved and creates benefit for mankind as a whole. Based on the letter An-Nisa (4) verse 58 above, basically all humans are ordered to fulfill the mandate and act fairly. However, it is the leader or ruler whose mandate is greater than other humans. Therefore, the position of a leader is highly emphasized in carrying out his leadership with trust, carrying out the beliefs of his people, and establishing laws according to the principles of justice.

Mustopadidjaja AR considers that conceptually civil society and good governance are paradigms and systems of noble state administration, namely trying to realize and maintain human values in individual and collective life, in society, nation and state, which are based on faith and devotion. (Mustopadidjaja, 2001). Spiritually, the commitment to piety as a government administrator will give goodness to work and government. Allah swt says in Qur'an, 7: 96 which means: "Had the people of those societies been faithful and mindful "of Allah", We would have overwhelmed them with blessings from heaven and earth. But they disbelieved, so We seized them for what they used to commit."

Malek Maszlee stated that the basic concepts and principles of good governance in Islam are sourced from the Qur’an, the Sunnah of the Prophet, the experience of the Khulafa’Rashidin, and maqashid sharia. For Malek Maszlee the current model of Islamic governance in some Muslim countries is considered "bad government and underdevelopment" where materialistic values are the reference, this condition must be changed through Islamic good governance by prioritizing aspects of faith values and development whose subjects are humanity (Malik Maszlee, 2011).

**Social Justice and Equality Government.**

Imam Sayed Moustofa al-Qazwini is more interested in the term sharia which is associated with good governance, the idea is that good governance is a government that has social justice and equality. In addition, he also stated that the foundation of Muslim society is ethics and morals. Morality is one of the most powerful forces in shaping a civilized society, and the disease that undermines the morals and ethics of government is corruption. Therefore, one of the characteristics of good governance according to sharia is a government that is clean and free from corruption (Imam Sayed Moustofa al-Qazwini, 2004).

Some Islamic scholar regard the concept of good governance in Islam as siyāsah shar‘iyyah. Good and effective governance in the Islamic perspective is based on sharia and siyāsah shar‘iyyah. Siyāsah shar‘iyyah is Islamic governance and political policy in maintaining the benefit and resisting damage. The opposite of siyāsah shar‘iyyah is siyāsah al-dhālimah, which means bad government. Siyāsah shar‘iyyah values that form the basis of good governance are: a). al-Amanah, b). al-Akhlāk, d). al-Syura, e). and al-Ḥisbah (S.HSI al-Qudsy & AA Rahman, 2011). The real manifestation of the mercy of sharia is the achievement of sharia goals (maqāshid shar‘i) in the form of realization and maintenance of total benefit which includes spiritual aspects (ḥiǧd al-din), intellectual aspects (ḥiǧd al-aql), material aspects (ḥiǧd al-mal), aspects of life security (ḥiǧd al-nafs), and aspects of regeneration and family (ḥiǧd al-nasl) (Binhadhi, 2011).
Siyasah initially means ‘to arrange, to manage’ which is technically interpreted in political field. In Islamic terminology, politics is the arrangement of people affairs based on Islamic law. In Islamic literature, this definition is popularly called Fiqih Siyasah (Islamic jurisprudence on politics), another Islamic scholar, like Ibn Qayyim, calls it Siyasa Syar'iyyah (Sharia Politics). However, siyāsah syar'iyyah is still different function with politics. Politics merely contains the way of power achieving and people servicing, siyāsah syar'iyyah has a function in bringing people to the right way based on Islamic norms (ishlāb) (Zainuddin (2019).

Najmuddin al-Tufi explained that the purpose of leadership in Islam is first, to improve individual morals (ishlab akhlab al-nasī'iyah), such as: fairness, maintaining honor, honesty, dignity and patience. Second, maintaining human rights (hifzhu huquq al-nas), such as: guarding, property, blood, eliminating injustice, protecting knowledge from damage and enforcing rules. Third, protect the soul from damage (Najat al-nafs min al-balakab), such as; protect yourself from the damage of the hereafter by understanding, knowing and obeying Allah (Azzuhri, 2019).

It is different with Ibrahim Adebayo who concludes that the Prophet Muhammad had applied the principles and good governance, despite his combined role as a prophet and as a leader of the people. For Ibrahim Adebayor, the main prerequisite for the formation of good governance in Islam is belief in Allah, because after all a leader must be responsible to Him. The main character of bureaucratic administrators in Islam is the individual faith factor to create a clean bureaucracy. The encouragement of belief that all their activities will be held accountable before God is a consequence of whoever administers the state, both for rulers and bureaucratic officials in carrying out their duties.

Interestingly, Ibrahim Adebayor rejects the good governance model of Western countries such as obedience to law, equality, justice, human rights, deliberation and others because it is a form of westernization in Muslim countries, therefore the Western model of good governance must have a touch of values. If you want Islam to be implemented in Muslim countries, otherwise it will become a westernization and endanger the Muslims themselves (Adebayo, RI, 2010). This opinion is in line with the views of Wolfgang Drehler who said that the push for westernization in Muslim countries in strengthening public administration was not very encouraging. Wolfgang Drehler, 2013). For this reason, Abdullah al-Ahsán proposes that governance needs to be pushed towards understanding and harmony between Islamic concepts and Western culture towards a common goal of improving the quality of life and humanity (Abdullah Al-Ahsan & Stephen Young, 2008).

The exemplary and leadership factors are one of the conditions for the cleanliness of good governance in Islam (Naqvi, Imran & Aziz, Shazia & Rehman, 2011). Past facts prove the example of the caliph 'Umār Ibn al-Khattāb who was one of the khulafā al-rāsyidūn who ruled from 634 AD to 644 AD was a caliph who firmly and firmly defended the unity of Muslims. One of his achievements was the expansion of Islamic territory and spread to Syria, Persia, North Africa, including capturing the city of Jerusalem and performing high respect for the houses of worship of the Jews and Christians. Caliph Umar lived a simple and frugal life. Caliph Umar required officials to clarify his wealth and if there was an excess then it was handed over to Baitul Mal as the property of the Muslims. Many of Umar's administrative and regulatory reform practices became role models for later Muslims (Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 2003).

Besides 'Umār Ibn al-Khattāb, a figure who was considered fair in his government was 'Umar Ibn 'Abd al-'Azīz, a caliph during the Umayyad caliphate. His leadership as caliph is even considered as the fifth khulafā al-rāsyidūn, following the caliphs of the Prophet's companions namely Ab Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmān, and Ali ( Imam Abi Farrāj, 1996). The figure of Umar ibn Abd al-Azīz is considered a firm, brave, pious, and just leader. Even Imam Abū Faraj al-Jauzī when writing Kitāb Sūrah wa al-Manāqib 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-Azīz devoted a separate chapter which discussed at length the justice of the Umayyad dynasty during his reign.

The exemplary leadership that must be an example for all Muslims is the model of the leadership of the Prophet. In fact, the practice of good governance would be better if the figure
of the leader refers to the practice of implementing the leadership of the Prophet Muhammad which describes his character and behavior, as agreed by all scholars, namely siddiq, fathonah, amanah, and tabligh. Siddiq means right, which means always stating and doing the truth and honesty. Fathonah means intelligent, which is able to think clearly and rationally. Amanah means trustworthy, that is, maintaining the trust given. Tabligh means conveying, which is conveying a message from Allah about the truth and carrying out human duties as caliphs in the prosperity of the earth.

Islam has never separated religion from politics as the church has separated the kingdom of God from the empire. Prophet Muhammad was a religious leader and political leader in the first Islamic society in Medina. (Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 2003). Even the history of the life of the Prophet’s government is always used as a reference to ensure that there is a very close relationship between the values of good governance. The example of a leader is the main step that is required. Likewise, the Prophet enforced the rules of law and was fair in his decisions case (Ali Nurdin, 2006).

Ibn Khaldun in his monumental work Muqaddimah tries to offer the concept of a good state (good governance) through a causal explanation in the process of advancing and declining a dynasty (al-daulah) and civilization (‘umrān). In terms of the sovereignty of a state, Ibn Khaldun believes that state sovereignty cannot be realized except through the application of sharia, and vice versa that sharia cannot be implemented except by the state. For this reason, the progress and development of a country will be achieved through justice, namely justice that is accountable to God and actualized in real life. According to Capra, Ibn Khaldun’s development theory will be realized through sovereignty in politics, beliefs and sharia rules, public participation, natural and human resources, development, and justice (M. Umer Chapra, 2006).

**Baldatun Toyyibatun Warobbun Gofur, the Land of Dreams**

Islam is a comprehensive religion that covers all aspects and areas of human life. Islam is a comprehensive system, covering all aspects of life. Islam came to bring mercy to the whole world. In this case the Qur’an, 21:107 asserts: "We have sent you ’O Prophet’ only as a mercy for the whole world’.

Islam as a foundation in life teaches justice and always leads to the realization of a just and prosperous social order. The guideline for Muslims is the Qur’an which is a holy book that is a guide for humans in their lives to realize safety, peace and prosperity in life in the world and in the hereafter (Abd Wahab Khallaf, 1996). In terms of good governance, the Qur’an clearly emphasizes with the expression baldatun toyyibatun warrobbun ghofūr. Al-Qur’an, 34: 15 states: “Indeed, there was a sign for the tribe of Sheba in their homeland: two orchards—one to the right and the other to the left. They were told: “Eat from the provision of your Lord, and be grateful to Him. Yours is a good land and a forgiving Lord.”

Islam was brought and spread by the Prophet Muhammad SAW. As a leader of the ummah, since his beginning and in his life he has practiced the principles of goodness which is currently known as good governance such as being trustworthy, honest, responsible, deciding cases fairly, deliberation in decision making, and law enforcement. This shows that the application of good governance principles has been carried out since the time of the Prophet Muhammad.

Good governance is mean tolerance. Islam and good governance perspectives have similar and integrated policy, agenda and strategy in addressing religious tolerance. There are no conflicting doctrines between Islam and western values. That religious tolerance is important for human life sustainability. In Islam, the concept of tolerance can be called as “al-tasammah”. Various chapters in Al-Qur’an explicitly encourage tolerance and reject intolerance. As a peaceful religion, Islam forcefully refuses all patterns of violence such as terrorism, suicide booms, and killing humans. The term “religious tolerance” is an attitude of respect towards other religions and beliefs (Ridho, 2015).
Wan Mohd Nor, Center for Advanced Studies on Islam, Science and Civilization (CASIS), Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, notes the importance of the position of happiness (sa'adah): “In our view of nature, well-being and happiness (sa'adah) are important aspects of life. Individual and societal progress. That is the true goodness aspired to in this world and in the hereafter. The state in the view of Islam is a state that prospers and makes its people happy in achieving maqasid al-syariah, namely maintaining the quality of life, religion, reason, property, and offspring. That is the country (baldah thayyibah) which is blessed by Allah SWT. (Wan Mohd Nor Wan Daud, 2011).

CONCLUSION
The thought of governance in Islam is that the state is for the benefit, the state is a tool or means to create and maintain the benefit. Good and effective governance from an Islamic perspective is based on sharia and siyāsah shar'iyyah. Siyāsah shar'iyyah is Islamic governance and political policy in maintaining the benefit and resisting damage. In essence, the concept of good governance according to the Qur'an is the principle of al-amānah (trusted) and al-'adālah (justice). Honesty and fairness are the basis of a good leader in running his government. In the language of trust means trusted, trusted, honesty, integrity, and responsibility. The state in the view of Islam is a state that prospers and makes its people happy in achieving maqasid al-syariah.
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